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Architects often frame their professional identity 
with almost exclusive respect to the buildings they 
design. In reality, few architects have ventured far 
from a common conception of practice in which they 
provide design services to a client who intends to 
build. However, the changing nature of society and 
the issues it confronts should compel more archi-
tects to reconsider their expertise and the manner 
in which it is deployed. Given the current economic 
distress, environmental strain, and geopolitical un-
rest, there is growing pressure on societies to find 
creative solutions to vast, complex, and acute is-
sues that transcend the design of the built envi-
ronment itself. Clearly, the built environment and 
those that shape it are critically important, but it 
isn’t the only venue for architects and designers to 
make meaningful contributions to society. One key 
to exploring enhanced productivity for architects 
may reside in the profession’s self-conception and 
its relationship to entrepreneurship.1 

Consider the following. “Entrepreneurship is a 
process by which individuals…pursue opportuni-
ties without regard to the resources they currently 
control.”2 While this definition was conceived in 
a business oriented body of research, it bears a 
striking resemblance to the activities of an archi-
tect. In other words, architects are adept at pursu-
ing opportunities to shape the built environment 
without much deference to their relatively limited 
control of the capital resources employed in build-
ing. Another commonly cited definition of entrepre-
neurship frames it as the process of creating value 
by bringing together a unique combination of re-
sources to exploit an opportunity.3 This statement 
can likewise be understood in the context of ar-

chitectural practice; architects are no doubt skilled 
in leveraging opportunities by bringing together a 
diverse combination of resources to create value 
through architecture. Even though architecture can 
be understood as an entrepreneurial endeavor, en-
trepreneurship isn’t often an explicit part of archi-
tectural practice or education. As such, architects 
rarely view themselves as active entrepreneurs or 
leverage their entrepreneurial potential in any ven-
ue other than architectural practice. 

This paper explores entrepreneurship, its limita-
tions in practice, and its potential role as a more in-
tegrated component of architectural education and 
practice. Not only does an expanded understand-
ing of architecture and entrepreneurship promise 
to make architects more effective within standard 
modes of practice, but it also represents latent op-
portunities for architects to pursue unconventional 
methods of practice to address an expanding array 
of societal challenges, both locally and globally. 

Architecture As-Is

If you want to find a definition of architecture that 
suits your objectives, there has been plenty of ma-
terial amassed over the history of the profession to 
find a well-nuanced version that fits your specific 
needs (to be inspired, feel relevant, etc). Architec-
ture defined—in most cases—frames it as a critical 
societal, cultural, artistic and/or professional pro-
duction in which the architect plays a central role. As 
Andrew Saint argues in The Image of the Architect,

Down the centuries one strain of architectural ideol-
ogy has been heard much louder than others. That 
is the strain of artistic individualism, which ascribes 
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both merit in particular buildings and general prog-
ress in architecture according to a personal concep-
tion, usually of style, embodied in buildings and de-
veloped from architect to architect over the course 
of history.4

That view of course, only adds a degree of auton-
omy to the idea that architects, at a fundamental 
level, do little more than design buildings. As Spiro 
Kostof explains, “…this is what architects are, con-
ceivers of buildings…The primary task of the ar-
chitect, [in antiquity] as now, is to communicate 
what proposed buildings should be and look like.”5 
Throughout history, and most likely into the fu-
ture, such a conception of architecture will suffice 
in most cases; but for those practitioners that seek 
expanded opportunities to make distinct contribu-
tions in the face of emerging challenges, an alter-
nate view may prove necessary.

Contextual Perspective

Couple the previous conception of architecture 
with the following 21st century contextual reali-
ties. Among the global risks assessed by the World 
Economic Forum, the most significant based on 
their likelihood to occur and economic impact are 
climate change, fiscal crises, economic disparity, 
geopolitical conflict, extreme energy price volatil-
ity, failures in global governance, water security, 
chronic diseases, demographic challenges, corrup-
tion, flooding, storms and biodiversity loss.6

For further perspective on context, consider the Na-
tional Intelligence Council’s “Global Trends 2025: A 
Transformed World.” It includes the following per-
spective on the risks inherent in their estimation of 
the next twenty years.

We do not believe we are headed toward a complete 
breakdown [of the international system]…However, 
the next 20 years of transition toward a new inter-
national system are fraught with risks…These risks 
include the growing prospect of a nuclear arms race 
in the Middle East and possible interstate conflicts 
over resources. The breadth of transnational issues 
requiring attention also is increasing to include is-
sues connected with resource constraints in energy, 
food, and water; and worries about climate change.7

The very fact that the report’s authorship feels 
compelled to establish that it does not envision a 
complete collapse in the international system is 
telling. If not sufficiently alarming, the report goes 
on to state—“global institutions that could help the 

world deal with these transnational issues and, 
more generally, mitigate the risks of rapid change 
currently appear incapable of rising to the chal-
lenges without concerted efforts by their leaders.”8 

Limitations

Clearly no single nation, organization, or profession 
is prepared to handle even one of these pressing 
issues alone. However, if the architecture profes-
sion writ large persists in a conception of practice 
steeped in the past, it almost ensures its diminish-
ing relevance as the weight of context bears down 
over the decades to come.  For the profession of 
architecture to confront the challenges, it is bur-
dened to explore no paradigms of practice; this has 
already begun, albeit in relatively isolated pockets. 
New forms of practice and architectural engage-
ment, while they need not eclipse a conventional 
view entirely, put the profession on better footing 
in the face of these larger global issues.

Entrepreneurship, therefore, represents a latent 
condition of architecture itself and, once leveraged, 
provides a sound framework for divergent models 
of practice to engage the tectonic shifts in the glob-
al contextual landscape.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

While the definition of entrepreneurship is nearly 
as fungible as architecture, a couple views appear 
to have a higher degree of traction. One defines 
entrepreneurship as “a process by which individu-
als…pursue opportunities without regard to the 
resources they currently control.”9 Another view 
frames it as the process of creating value by bring-
ing together a unique combination of resources to 
exploit an opportunity. First, it’s evident that even 
the most conventional form of architectural prac-
tice in essence represents “the pursuit of opportu-
nities without regard to the resources controlled.” 
Likewise, architects are—or certainly should be—
entirely capable of creating value as they bring to-
gether unique combinations of resources through 
a building opportunity. By definition, therefore, ar-
chitecture is a form of entrepreneurship, if not an 
entrepreneurial endeavor entirely. This argument 
however, seeks more than a cooption of terminol-
ogy. Simply because one can draw connections 
from entrepreneurship (defined) to architecture 
(in practice) doesn’t mean architects are necessar-
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ily prepared for significant shifts in their business 
models. To draw a more meaningful relationship 
and test the architectural profession’s prepared-
ness to embrace entrepreneurship, one must ex-
plore the characteristics and competencies that are 
fundamental to entrepreneurial activity.

Beyond Terminology

What are some key characteristics of entrepreneurs 
and their activities? A review of the literature on 
entrepreneurship reveals a significant array of at-
tributes that are consistent with entrepreneurship, 
among which are creativity, adaptability, criticality, 
confidence, initiative, and attentiveness.10 While 
many professions may argue these characteristics 
reflect important attributes for success, the same 
is no less true in architecture. Architects are com-
monly charged with employing creativity in pro-
posing solutions for complex problems, requiring 
them to adapt as project parameters shift around 
them. This often takes a significant level of critical 
thought and attention to issues at multiple scales. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to find success without 
a level of initiative in the face of uncertainty and 
confidence in confronting obstacles. In addition, 
consider the following activities that comprise an 
entrepreneurial process: recognizing opportunity, 
generating ideas, testing feasibility, developing an 
effective business model/plan, analyzing the indus-
try, competition, and financial viability, assembling 
a team and obtaining funding.11 On one level, it 
could be argued that navigating this process is pre-
cisely where architects fall short in entrepreneurial 
capacity, and that me be true to a degree. But a re-
view of these activities bears striking resemblance 
to the design process itself. Architects, if nothing 
else, should certainly be capable of exploring op-
portunities, analyzing ideas, testing feasibility, de-
veloping a plan for implementation, and pitching 
a proposal to a team and potential financial sup-
porters. Where architects most likely fall short, is 
not in their professional characteristics or knowl-
edge of process, but in their ability to apply such 
expertise to a different end: namely, to business 
or other public interest ventures rather than a 
building proposition. Nearly all of the competen-
cies covered in architectural education and practice 
have been relentlessly focused on buildings, not 
a broader array of enterprises one might associ-
ate with architecture. The profession must learn to 
take their expertise with its latent entrepreneurial 

capacity and actively apply it to new and expanded 
opportunities.

Entrepreneurial Momentum

There are signs that indicate academia and prac-
tice are moving in such a direction. Architectural 
programs and curriculum are expanding to make 
more advanced connections to real estate, busi-
ness and entrepreneurship.12 While the direct ef-
fects from an expansion of architectural education 
will take some time to track, there are certainly a 
few practitioners in the profession who illustrate a 
more fundamental symbiosis between architecture 
and entrepreneurship. Their activities appear to be 
creating some professional momentum. Elite Ke-
dan profiles a few such firms in Emerging Modes 
of Architectural Practice USA. “Provisional, which 
we might also call post-edge, practices do not po-
sition themselves against mainstream social, po-
litical, or philosophical agendas. Their objectives 
are more opportunistic, pragmatic, strategic, and 
optimistic.”13 Chris Hoxie, Front, Gehry Technolo-
gies, George Yu, Lewis.Tsurumaki.Lewis, MY Stu-
dio, nArchitects, Servo, and SHoP represent atypi-
cal practices that have leveraged resources in a 
more entrepreneurial form of architectural activity. 
While the work is largely architectural in its output, 
the re-conception of practice illustrated by these 
firms, allow them to engage issues that might have 
been excluded under a traditional practice of ar-
chitecture. Kennedy & Violich Architecture, Ltd. is 
another example of such a trend.14 Though the firm 
engages in the design of buildings for clientele in 
a time-honored architectural capacity, they’ve also 
embraced a broader range of issues such as en-
ergy, resource conservation, and other environ-
mental concerns as illustrated through the projects 
undertaken by MATx research. One of the products 
they’ve developed is “the Portable Light Project 
[which] enables the world’s poorest people to cre-
ate and own energy harvesting textiles, providing 
the benefits of renewable power as an integral part 
of everyday life.”15 This initiative in particular, ex-
hibits the firm’s intention to explore “new relation-
ships between architecture, digital technology and 
emerging public needs.”16 As another illustration, 
consider John Peterson of Public Architecture. In a 
nod to the importance of their mission statement, 
it doubles as the firm’s logo.

Public Architecture puts the resources of architec-
ture in the service of the public interest. We identify 
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and solve practical problems of human interaction 
in the built environment and act as a catalyst for 
public discourse through education, advocacy and 
the design of public spaces and amenities.17

The firm also champions the 1% program to chal-
lenge architects and designers to engage in pro 
bono design activities, which also functions as a 
network to connect them with nonprofit organi-
zations in need of design assistance.18 In another 
glimmer of entrepreneurship, the AIA recently an-
nounced it would create a catalog of stalled proj-
ects for potential investors.19 While it is a reaction-
ary initiative born out of the current recession, it 
does point to a level of improvisation and entrepre-
neurial action by the profession that appears sig-
nificant, even if at this point it still centers on build-
ing projects exclusively. The preceding examples 
are indicative of practice (either as a unit or larger 
trend) that embraces entrepreneurship, applies 
expertise in unconventional ways, and embraces a 
range of issues and solutions that even transcend 
the built environment itself.

Entrepreneurial Action

The pressing global challenges and the potential 
contribution an entrepreneurial architecture can 
make are significant. If the status quo is untenable 
and changing (as it appears to be), what actions 
are available for practitioners and educators seek-
ing to accommodate a transition to a more robust 
form of entrepreneurship? First, it seems evident 
that architects and educators must make them-
selves students of local and global issues (and by 
extension opportunities) that transcend the built 
environment. Developing opportunistic solutions 
to critical issues that pertain to the built environ-
ment is a given; doing so for issues that bear no 
significant relationship to the built environment is 
transformation. Second, architects and educators 
must pro-actively establish relationships with other 
entrepreneurial entities. Such formal and informal 
networks can elevate the role of entrepreneurship 
within architectural education and practice (not to 
mention elevating architecture and design within 
bastions of business and entrepreneurship). Third, 
architects should explore practices and initia-
tives as a response to an expanded competency 
in global challenges and entrepreneurial solutions, 
rather than accepting the bounds of conventional 
practice. Fourth, architects, whatever the initiative, 
must embrace their role in advancing, promoting, 

and even financing solutions, rather than simply 
waiting for a benevolent client to embrace a com-
mon cause. The issues society confronts appear too 
significant and immediate for such an extension of 
the practice status quo. Architecture is entrepre-
neurship and a rapidly advancing storm of global 
challenges is bearing down upon it.
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